SET UP FOR PRO-ELITE COMMERCIAL CLAMP

BICYCLE & THE CLAMP

FEATURES

PLACING BICYCLE IN THE CLAMP

A: Small Tri-Knob
B: Clamp Jaws
C: Quick-Release Button
D: Clamp Arm
E: Clamp Hub

1. Push Red Quick-Release button to open Clamp Jaws.
2. Lift and place seatpost into the Clamp against inner Jaw.
3. Push sliding Jaw closed.
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4. Twist Small Tri-knob to secure the bike, do not over tightened.
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ELIMINATES BARREL ADJUSTMENT

Clamp fits any sized seatpost with no barrel adjustment
required - simply push the Secure-Lock clamp
closed and tighten. Narrow 3.25” jaws fit tight
spaces and 2.6” clamp opening accommodates
recumbent and other large tubed frames.
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HEAVY-DUTY MATERIALS

The finest materials and design, create a strong,
reliable, professional-quality repair clamp that
resists corrosion and rust.

FITS COMMERCIAL SHOP STANDS

Easily retrofits to existing commercial repair stands.

PATENTED SECURE-LOCK CLAMP

Innovative Secure-Lock features ratchet-action
closing and push-button release; quickly gets bikes
in and out of the stand.

5. To position bike to desired work position, loosen the locking system, rotate
clamp head and re-tighten locking system.
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SET UP_SETTING CLAMP INTO STAND
1. Apply a light coat of grease to the all surfaces of the Clamp Hub.
2. Slide the hub into the mating socket on the repair stand.
3. Tighten the commercial stand locking system.

NOTE: Whenever possible clamp to the seatpost. Check
with bicycle manufacturer before clamping frame tubes.
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REMOVING BICYCLE FROM THE CLAMP
1. Securely hold bike & depress Red Quick-Release button.
2. Lift bicycle out of jaws.
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MAINTENANCE TIPS
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> Maximum grip on the bicycle is achieved when the jaws are free from any oil or dirt. Small
amounts of any oil, including hand oil, can cause the jaws to under perform. When needed,
clean jaws with alcohol or detergent a damp cloth.

1. If friction occurs in the sliding arm, spray a small amount
of lube inside arm to lubricate lead screw.
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